
LEGALIZATION OR BUST.  NORML Executive Director St. Pierre reacts to the October 7, 

2011 press conference of California’s four United States Attorneys. 
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Now that the pro-drug lobbyists see that their efforts to hijack America under the guise of med 
marijuana is in jeopardy, they appear ready to abandon the movement altogether in favor of 
outright legalization.  In a post this morning at http://norml.org, NORML Executive Director 
Allen St. Pierre said the following: 
 
"Rather than pour millions of dollars and human energy into creating a legally and 

politically contentious policy that allows some cannabis consumers who can obtain a 

physician’s recommendation to be immune from state (but not federal) prosecution 

during a time of general Cannabis Prohibition, all cannabis consumers, patients, 

cultivators and sellers and their families should focus their full attention and resources to 

once and for all legalizing cannabis for all responsible adult consumers. (Emphasis added) 

 
Make a donation to NORML now, join a local NORML chapter (there are nearly 200 of them 

nationwide!) today or purchase a NORML-related product and show the country that you 

support ending Cannabis Prohibition in our lifetime." 

 
Here are a couple of thoughts about this statement:  
 
1.  We've known all along that the real agenda of NORML, the Marijuana Policy Project, the Drug 
Policy Alliance and others is the outright legalization of drugs for recreational use.  Their cynical 
use, and abuse, of people in pain is just a means to an end.  Now that they realize that the scam 
isn't going to work any longer, they are finally giving up the Magical Marijuana Mystery Tour in 
favor of their real goal, and they are asking for more money to accomplish it. 
 
2.  Speaking of money - while these groups have poured "millions of dollars and human energy" 
into creating social, economic, and legal chaos in America, our side has been forced to waste 
precious resources to defend our communities from an onslaught of junk science, bad law, and 
bad policy.  The end result is drug education in reverse.  Think about the millions spent in 
campaigns, millions spent to create regulations, millions spent to administer programs, and an 
untold number of public hearings and court appearances dealing with everything from zoning 
regulations to Constitutional challenges.  The lawyers love this stuff.  These drug charlatans have 
wasted precious resources that could have been used to build schools, bridges, roads, and 
universities; treat addictions; and educate our children. 
 
3.  People suffering from serious illness, who sincerely believe in the medicinal power of 
marijuana, are also victims of the drug lobbyists since they have been used as pawns in a larger 
scheme.  Many of these people have turned to marijuana because of the promise that it will heal 
them, or at least help their pain.  Offering vulnerable people the false promise of smoke as 

medicine is like giving an engagement ring of cubic zirconia instead of diamonds.  The problem 
with this is two-fold for the recipient - they have something of limited value AND they are 
deprived of the real thing (real doctors and real medicine).  I believe that someday soon, as 
science continues to catch up, that massive amounts of litigation will spring up against these pot 



doctors and their co-conspirators in the drug dispensary world (think tobacco industry).  You 
can't sell a can of soup in America without a label of contents, and the wrong kind of red dye in 
food will bring swift punishment upon the offending company, yet doctors across America are 
recommending that patients "smoke this and call me in the morning" while dispensaries are 
selling vials of "Green Crack" and "Nightmare" as medicine while wearing little white lab coats.   
 
4.  People suffering from serious illness deserve our sympathy and understanding, but not our 
acceptance of their chosen solution, especially since that solution brings with it a host of societal 
problems.  It may be worth mentioning to these poor souls that the recent crackdown has little if 
anything to do with their misguided use of marijuana, and everything to do with GREED in the 
form of ethically-challenged medical professionals and their pot growing and pot distributing 
friends who derive a constant source of cash from the industry.  Does anyone really believe that 
the current crackdown would have happened if only a small number of sick people were growing 
a few pot plants?  Absolutely not.  Recent events were precipitated by the large number of young 
healthy males who were gaming the system -- lining up at clinics and the "doctor" tent at the 
local Hempfest.  The recent crackdown represents the realization that the dispensary industry is 
totally out of control and that fraud in the system is the rule rather than the exception.  As the 
Colorado Attorney General said in August 2010:   "Anybody who doesn't think there's abuse 
going on has to be pretty naive.  We don't have 108,000 people with debilitating medical 
conditions."  A year later, that number grew to 127,000. 
 
5.  Governments, like cartels, can become addicted to drug proceeds.  At a recent political 
convention in the state of Washington, the delegates overwhelmingly voted in favor of outright 
legalization of marijuana.  This happened in a state where both US Attorneys had written to the 
governor warning that the state's program was in violation of federal law.  This kind of behavior 
in politicians is either born of greed or sheer foolishness, and oftentimes both.   
 
I don't have time today to include all of the other factors that are weighing on my mind today, 
such as increasing drug use, cartel members with med marijuana cards, a 4th grader telling his 
teacher about medicinal marijuana “facts" he learned from his daddy, and all of the little children 
at the Boise Hempfest carrying around their new "Twenty After" drug paraphernalia store 
Frisbee as the band screamed "give me sex, give me drugs, give me rock and roll" for what 
seemed like a thousand verses. 
 
So, congratulations NORML, for finally admitting that it never was about sick people and that you 
are really mad now and are going to show us by working people up into a frenzy to legalize drugs 
across the country.  Great job NORML, for wasting precious resources to try this foolish 
experiment on your way to the dumbing down of America in a haze of marijuana smoke.  Great 
job, Mr. St. Pierre, for helping little kids believe in your medicine just in time for you to abandon 
your fake campaign and start the real one.  Americans are waking up to your scam, and the 
sleeping federal giant too, and we may now be able to fight you in a fair fight on the merits 
instead of you hiding behind the most vulnerable who deserve our compassion, and real 
medicine.    
 
Monte Stiles 
 
[Full text of St. Pierre statement follows] 

 



Feds Keep Fooling Around With Medical Marijuana: Full Cannabis Legalization or Bust! 
Sat, 08 Oct 2011 14:24:52  By: Allen St. Pierre, NORML Executive Director 
     
It’s getting ugly and NORML needs your help now more than ever to stand up for the rights of 
responsible adults cannabis consumers. The Administration that promised to base drug policy on 
science and respect state marijuana laws is ignoring medical facts, the needs of patients, and the 
economic benefits that regulated dispensaries bring to medical cannabis-friendly states. 
 
There is no way to sugar coat the terrible past two weeks we’ve had at the hands of Prohibition-
loving federal and state governments. 
 
Yesterday, the four U.S. Attorneys from California–along with their respective counterparts here 
in Washington D.C. from the DEA and IRS–declared that a statewide crackdown against large-
scale medical cannabis cultivators and sellers with national implications is currently underway. 
 
Question: Will U.S. Attorneys in the other fifteen states and D.C. with medical cannabis laws 
pursue similarly aggressive enforcement? 
 
But wait! There’s more. Much more. 
 
Earlier this week, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued a long-awaited $2.5 million ruling 
against a major medical cannabis dispensary in California. Citing an obscure part of the US tax 
code meant to target drug cartels, the federal agency is barring dispensaries, even those licensed 
under state law, from taking any business-related tax deductions and is seeking millions in 
dollars in back taxes.  
 
This adverse ruling has the very real potential to stop the regulated sale of cannabis currently 
underway in California, Colorado, Maine and New Mexico; and planned in Arizona, Montana, 
Delaware, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C. 
  
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) issued a heavy-handed one-page memo to 
every gun and ammunition dealer nationwide informing them that they must, by law, deny sales 
to lawful patients who possess a physician’s recommendation to use medical cannabis–many of 
whom posses state-issues medical cannabis ID cards–effectively denying their Second 
Amendment rights to have a gun to hunt or for personal safety. 
 
Federal regulators cracked down on banks in Colorado, California and Michigan that had 
previously conduct business with medical cannabis dispensaries, forbidding these financial 
institutions from allowing cash deposits or processing credit/debit cards from state or locally 
approved canna-businesses. 
 
U.S. Attorneys in California sent warnings to local dispensaries in San Francisco, San Diego, and 
elsewhere warning that locally compliant facilities still may be subject to federal prosecution for 
violating federal ‘drug free school zones’ legislation — leaving these facilities with no choice but 
to either move or close. 
 
Also, federal attorneys in California have sent hundreds of legal warnings to the landlords of 
properties that rent to medical cannabis businesses (retail, delivery, cultivation and testing) 



warning that their properties and assets are subject to swift civil forfeiture proceedings, and that 
they themselves may be subject to decades in prison. Is it likely that federal attorneys do the 
same in Colorado, New Mexico and Maine; and to the numerous gray area dispensaries in Oregon 
and Washington? 
 
Rhode Island’s governor Lincoln Chafee pulled the plug on the state’s nascent medical cannabis 
dispensary program, despite it having been previously approved 102 – 3 by the state legislature. 
Why? Governor Chafee cites recent memos from the Department of Justice threatening to 
federally prosecute employees involved in the state-licensed production or distribution of 
cannabis. 
 
Michigan courts, the legislature and the state’s Attorney General are steadily dissembling the 
state’s medical cannabis program, despite the law having passed with 63 percent public 
approval. 
 
There are only two things to say after reading such an alarming list of recent setbacks to ending 
Cannabis Prohibition: 
 
Rather than pour millions of dollars and human energy into creating a legally and politically 
contentious policy that allows some cannabis consumers who can obtain a physician’s 
recommendation to be immune from state (but not federal) prosecution during a time of general 
Cannabis Prohibition, all cannabis consumers, patients, cultivators and sellers and their families 
should focus their full attention and resources to once and for all legalizing cannabis for all 
responsible adult consumers. 
 
Make a donation to NORML now, join a local NORML chapter (there are nearly 200 of them 
nationwide!) today or purchase a NORML-related product and show the country that you 
support ending Cannabis Prohibition in our lifetime. 
 
Everyone at NORML has known that 2012 was going to be the busiest year in our 40-year civil 
rights efforts to legalize marijuana. 
 
…However, with the Obama Administration’s new and aggressive assertion of federal primacy 
over states and cities that have crafted superior, public-endorsed, free market-oriented public 
policies, we’re now assured long and difficult political and legal battles in the coming year with a 
federal government that still does not ‘get it’ regarding the public’s desire to retire the 74-year-
old Cannabis Prohibition right next to the last ‘great social experiment’, Alcohol Prohibition. 
 
Anticipating yesterday’s federal actions in California, members of the NORML Legal Committee 
(NLC), a nationwide network of over 600 lawyers, is already organizing and poised to challenge 
federal and state governments who seek to kill patients’ access to medical cannabis and to 
defend citizens egregiously charged by their own government for law violations. 
 
If you watched the three-part PBS series this week on Alcohol Prohibition, it is impossible not to 
draw similarities to the absurdity of alcohol’s prohibition to that of the ongoing, heavy-handed 
criminalization of cannabis, and that ultimately only politically organized citizens came to end 
the federal government’s folly by putting sufficient legal and political pressure on their elected 
policymakers. 



 
Our generation must do the same to end our nation’s long-suffering Cannabis Prohibition. 
 
Get (More) Active. Donate now. Be NORML. Every contribution helps. 
 
Thanks for caring and sharing, 
 
Allen St. Pierre 
Executive Director 
NORML 
Washington, DC 
director@norml.org 
 
 
 
 


